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Verbal articulation is a means that one shares his/her thoughts,

information, knowledge and perception with others, and a foun-

dation on which mutual understanding is built.  On the contrary, inap-

propriate communication could lead to creating misunderstanding, con-

flict to lead to jeopardizing interpersonal tie.  With that, how best to

sharpen one's communication skill has emerged as a critical topic that

warrants our further exploration and reflection.

First, we need to learn how to be an avid listener.  A focused lis-

tening could help you hear things you would not normally hear, for we

often complain to a party we speak to, that "You are not even listening

to what I am saying", simply because the party might be talking to you

while watching TV.  Therefore, it is important to set aside whatever

you are doing at the moment and to focus on the party who is talking to

you that would make him or her feel respected, cared, which remains a

very crucial behavior when you are listening.  With that, we need to

listen with our heart, and ears are rather a channel of communication,

while our facial expression, body language, eye movements, hand ges-

tures and vocal tonality can all reflect signals whether we are concen-

trated and focused.

Next comes compassion.  Compassion is essentially the ability to

be in the other party's shoe by trying to see things from the perspective

of the other party.  With compassion, one would attempt to understand

how the other party feels, and would attempt to discern what causes a

person to react in a certain way, hence the less likely to prejudge.

Therefore, suppose everyone is able to think on behalf of the other party

before one speaks, there would not be unsolicited criticism. In the

meantime, it is equally important to try to avoid preaching or criticizing,

against what some people insist on criticizing, or else no one would

improve, or often resort to a reasoning tone by telling others ought to or

must be, or else no one would improve, all of these would only embar-

rass people and put people in anxiety or even in discontent; when fac-

ing these type of people, few would fancy wanting to converse with
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them.

As to our footing and position, which should be equal to others

but never superior.  As opposed to how some people tend to want to

sound superior when talking to others, by verbally belittling or insinu-

ating others, saying such as, "I am your dad, and who keeps the family

going?" or "Some things you women just would not understand, so don't

interrupt", this kind of tone not only triggers revolt but also hinders the

communication between two parties.  In short, it is critical to respect

one another and treat everybody equally.

Try not to hold any preconceived judgment for all things, for the

fable has said, "Sharp blades cut and sharp words hurt".  We need to

describe the act of others as precisely as we see it, rather than coming to

an abrupt prejudgment.  For instance, it is better to say "In the

conversation, you have disrupted me several times", rather than, "You

are simply a domineering person".  Psychologists have presented the "I

say" theory, which reckons that when you start with a sentence by saying,

"You shouldn't ...", is essentially starting with a critical, judgmental tone.

Hence, it is infinitely between to start with a sentence with I say; for

example, it is best to avoid saying, "Do you understand?" but say "Do I

make myself clear?"

Accompanying our linguistic expressions are our facial

expressions, eye contact, vocal tonality, body language and physical

distance that can all reflect the level that we care or fond of the other

party.  As you look in the eye of the party you speak to, your facial

expressions also changes in the form of joy, anger, sorrow or happy

according to the content of the °]your°^conversation, then the party you

speak with  would know that you are listening with full concentration.

The tonal pitch you speak and your gestures can show that you are

exhilarated, joyous or agitated.  In addition, interpersonal distance is

differentiated by the level of intimacy among people, for one could be

five paces away when talking to a stranger, yet the distance would defi-

nitely be reduced drastically between a couple.

Carnegie has proposed a good strategy for friendships, "Give

praise to others as generously as you can".  More often than not, we

tend to like those who praise us, and substituting criticism with praises

can definitely bridge the distance between two people.  In that sense,

praises are essentially a communication catalyst.  Yet noteworthy, praises

must come from the bottom of your heart and manifest in words and in

non-spoken manner.  Adequate praises bring care and satisfaction, and

help us form a lasting good impression of others, and bring to us many

unanticipated results.  Furthermore, when conveyed to others, it also

suggests "I trust you", "I believe you", and with a mutually trusting feed-

back principle, the other party is more likely to do so in reciprocation,

and the feeling of a mutual trust is thus created.

(corporal of duty platoon, sixth head patrol brigade, Southern Regional

Bureau of Defense Patrol, Coast Guard)




